MEDICAL ADVICE AND EXPERTISE
WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST
COMPLIMENTARY AND CONFIDENTIAL MEDICAL ADVICE SERVICE
FOR YOUR PERSONAL ACCIDENT POLICY
Accident and Health International believes that the wellbeing of our customers and their families is as important
as providing financial security. We believe in the importance of empowering our customers to make their own
medical decisions which is why we have partnered with Best Doctors; an exclusive service offered by 		
Accident and Health International.
Best Doctors will provide you with remote access to a global network of peer nominated world leading medical
minds; ensuring you have increased confidence about decisions affecting your health and that of your loved ones.
This service is available to you, your partner, your children, your parents and your in-laws. Best of all, it’s completely
complimentary and independent of any claim so Best Doctors won’t share anything with anyone but you.
Simply contact Best Doctors and they’ll do the rest, including collecting medical records if required, spending
whatever time is necessary on a case, and providing expert guidance at every step.

BEST DOCTORS WILL:

HOW DOES IT WORK?

CONDUCT AN IN-DEPTH MEDICAL REVIEW
CONFIRM A DIAGNOSIS
HELP DECIDE ON TREATMENT OPTIONS
CHECK INFORMATION PROVIDED 			
BY LOCAL DOCTOR

Initiate a confidential call with the
Best Doctors team by simply letting
them know you are an Accident &
Health International policy holder

PROVIDE ANSWERS TO GENERAL 		
MEDICAL QUESTIONS

Best Doctors can answer any lingering questions or
concerns, it provides comfort and additional information
during a potentially challenging time. The service can also
be used for advice for ongoing treatment.
Best Doctors medical reviews are completed remotely
so it will all be done from the comfort of your home.
Best Doctors reviews are designed to support the
patient and the treating doctor by ensuring that no
stone has been left unturned in getting the right
diagnosis and best possible treatment plan.

KEY MEMBER BENEFITS
NO COST TO YOU
AVAILABLE FOR YOU, YOUR PARTNER, 		
CHILDREN AND PARENTS (incl in-laws)
CAN BE USED FOR ANY CONDITION, INJURY 		
OR ILLNESS THAT AFFECTS WAY OF LIFE 		
(except mental health)
CAN BE USED AT ANY TIME AND AS 		
MANY TIMES AS REQUIRED

You will be supported by the 		
Best Doctors team every step 		
of the way

Best Doctors will collect all your
medical records on your behalf

An exhaustive review of your		
case will be completed by a 		
Best Doctors expert

You will receive a detailed report
with all your questions answered

CONTACT BEST DOCTORS ON 1800 325 578
OR VISIT ASKBESTDOCTORS.COM
*Access to this service is only valid for the Period of Insurance of your policy. Should you cancel your policy then access to Best Doctors service will also cease.

